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In this paper we derive an equality which characterizes the distribution of the 
modulus of a polynomial on the unit circle. This inequality is used to prove a 
conjecture of Boyd concerning the geometric mean of the modulus of a polynomial 
of several variables averaged over the torus. References are cited which discuss the 
relationship of this conjecture to a classical question of Lehmer concerning the 
distribution of roots of polynomials. 
1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
For k > 2 define the sequence C, recursively by C, = 4 \/2/7r and 
C,,, =k (-&-)‘-“k(+)“k. (1) 
For S c R measurable let m(S) denote the Lebesgue measure of S. The 
following result characterizes the distribution of values near zero of the 
modulus of a polynomial on the unit circle. 
THEOREM 1. Let P(z) be a manic polynomial with complex coeflcients 
and let k = number of non-zero coeflcients of P. Then if k > 2, the following 
inequality is valid for every real number v > 0: 
m( (x E [0, 1): ) P(eZniX)j < v}) ,< C, V”+ I’. (2) 
Remark. We conjecture that inequality (2) holds for all polynomials (not 
necessarily manic) with C, replaced by a suitable constant depending only 
on k and the maximum of the moduli of the coefficients of P. 
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In [9], Mahler defined the measure M(Q) of a polynomial Q(z,, zZ,..., z,~) 
in N variables with complex coefficients by 
M(Q) = exp 
I 
,,’ -.. ,d log ]Q(e2xi xl ,..., eZni “,V)] dx, ..- G!x,~/. (3) 
Let the torus ((z ,,..., zN): /zjJ = 1, 1 ,<j,< N) = Th’ be parameterized by 0 < 
xjc 1, for 1 <j<N. 
Therefore, M(Q) is the geometric mean of the modulus of Q averaged over 
the torus. If P is a polynomial of one variable, then Jensen’s theorem ( 10. 
Theorem 15.18 ] implies that 
M(P) = (al ;I max(li,i/, 11, 
j=l 
(4) 
where u is the leading coefficient of P and A, ,..., Ad are the roots of P. 
Let 2 denote the integers and define Z”, = (r = (r, ,..., T,~) E Z”: rj > 0 for 
l<j<N}. If Q(z i,..., zN) is a polynomial in N variables and r = 
(r 1 .,.., r,V) E Z”, define the polynomial Qr(z) of one variable by 
Q,(z) = Q(zr’,..., zr,) (5) 
and define q(r) by 
4(r) = min 
1 
H(s): s = (s, ,..., sN) E zv, s f (0 ,..., 0) 
(61 
where H(s) = max(]sj]: 1 < j < N). 
THEOREM 2. Let Q(z *,..., z,) be a polynomial in N variables with 
complex coeficients. Then the following limit is valid (even if the condition 
that ri > 0 is relaxed): 
lim M(Q,) = M(Q). (7) 
q(r)Am 
In 13, Lemma 21 Boyd proved that lim sup4(,,,, M(Q,) ,< M(Q) and 
conjectured the result above. In a preliminary report 16, Lemma 6\ the 
author stated a result which is equivalent to Theorem 2 and proved in 
[6. Theorem 51 that this result implies the following. 
COROLLARY 1. IfP( ) z is a polynomial with integer coeflcients, there 
exists g(P) > 1 depending only on the number of non-zero coefficients oj’P 
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and the maximum of the moduli of the coefjcients of P such that 
M(P) < g(P) implies M(P) = 1. However, the proof of Lemma 6 in 16 1. 
which was intended to appear in an appendix, was discovered to have an 
error. More recently, in [4], a stronger version of CorollarJl 1 wias proved by 
exhibiting an explicit g(P) > 1 which depends on[v on the number of non-zero 
coefpcients of P such that M(P) < g(P) implies M(P) = 1. The reader is also 
referred to [ 1, 2, 5, I, 8, and 1 I], which discuss the relationship between 
M(P) and P for speciJic classes of polynomials P. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We shall require: 
LEMMA 1. Let I = [a, b] c R be an interval, let f(x) = f,(x) + if@). 
where f,: R + R and f,: R + R are differentiable, let gj(x) = (d/dx)&.(x) for 
j=l, 2 and let g(x)=g,(x)+ig,(x). Zf F>O, G>O and If(x)/<F. 
1 g(x)1 > G for every x E Z and (g(x): x E I) is contained entire!,? in one of 
the four quadrants of the complex plane, then 
(8) 
ProoJ By the hypothesis of the theorem there exist constants A. B E 
(1, -l} such that Ig,(x)l =A g,( x and / g:(x)1 = B g?(s) for every s E 1. ) 
Hence. by the triangle inequality. 
Gm(Z) < fh / g(x)/ d-x < l-h (A g,(x) + B g,(x)) d.\- 
. 0 . ‘I 
= A(f,(b) -f,(a)) + W@) -f?(a)) < 2 \/2 F. 
Let T = (z E C: 1 z I = 1) denote the unit circle. A subset I c T is called a 
closed (open) interval in T if I is connected and 1 is a closed (open) subset 
of T. We define a polynomial P to be uniform over an interval i in T if the 
set (P(z): z E I} is contained entirely in one of the four quadrants of the 
complex plane (i.e., the signs of Real (P(z)) and Imaginary (P(.u)) do not 
change over the interval I). 
LEMMA 2. Let P(z) be a non-constant polynomial with complex co@ 
fkients and degree (P) < d. Let F > 0 and let A = {z E T: IP( > F}. B = 
(z E T: / P(z)1 <F}. Then A and B can each be expressed as the union of <ti 
closed intervals. Furthermore. T can be expressed as the union qf <4d closed 
intervals !i such that P is uniform over each I,. 
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Proof: Let S = (z E T: IP( =F}. Th en every element in S is a root of 
the polynomial Q(Z) = zd(F(l/z) P(z) -F’) (where p is the polynomial 
obtained by transforming each coefficient in P into its complex conjugate). 
Since Q is non-constant and has degree <2d it follows that S has, at most. 
2d elements. Therefore, each of the sets A and B can be expressed as the 
union of disjoint closed intervals such that endpoints of each interval are 
in S. If an interval in the union consists of a single number, z,,, then it is 
easily shown that z0 is a root of Q having multiplicity 22. Every other 
interval contains at least two distinct roots of Q. The first statement follows 
since the number of the roots of Q counted according to their multiplicity is 
<2d. The proof of the second statement is analogous to the argument above 
(consider the polynomials z”(P(z) f P<z-‘))) and is left to the reader. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will proceed by induction on k. The inequality (2) 
follows from Lemma 1 for k = 2 (C, = 4 G/Z). Let P(z) be a manic 
polynomial with complex coefficients and let the number of non-zero coef- 
ficients of P be k + 1 > 3. Without loss of generality we may assume that the 
constant term of P is non-zero. Define functions fi R + C and g: R --$ C by 
f(x) = P(ey, (9) 
(10) 
where d = degree of P(z). Clearly 
g(x) = Q(e2”iX), (11) 
where Q is a non-constant manic polynomial and the number of non-zero 
coefficients of Q is <k. Now, for any choice of u > 0 and v > 0 define sets A 
and B by 
A = (I f T: / P(z)1 ,< z: }. (12) 
B = (z E T: 1 Q(z)1 > u). (13) 
We will use the parameterization of T by the interval [O, 1 ] to define the 
Lebesgue measure m(S) of any measurable subset S c T. By the induction 
hypothesis, the following inequality is valid, 
m({z E T: IQ(z)1 < u)) < Ck~“‘k-l’, (14) 
and hence 
m(A) < C,U”‘~-” + m(A n B). (15) 
We will now derive an upper bound for A n B which depends only on L’ 
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and U. Since both P and ’ Q have degree (d it follows from Lemma 2 that 
A n B can be expressed as the union of <6 = d + d -t 4d closed intervals’ Zj 
in T such that Q is uniform over each Zj. Let [uj, bj] be an interval of real 
numbers such that the function h: R -+ T defined by h(x) = eZnix maps 
[aj, Zrj] onto Zj and is one to one. Then clearly m(Zj) = m([aj,.bj]). However, 
for my x E [q b,], If(x)1 < u and by Eq. (10) ((d/dx)f(x)( = 2nd 1 g(x)/ > 
27r du. Also, since Q is uniform over Zj, the function g(x) and hence the 
function (d/dx)f( ) x assume values in the same quadrant of the complex 
plane for x E (uj, ZJ~]. Therefore, by Lemma 1, m([aj, b,]) < (fl n)/(rc du) 
and hence 
(16) 
Combining inequalities (15) and (16) and Eq. (12) yields 
6\r2 v 
m({x E [0, I]: 1 P(eznix)) < v)) < C,U”‘~-” + - - 
II u’ (17) 
Since inequality (17) is valid for arbitrary u > 0, it is valid for the value 
u = u0 defined by 
(18) 
which minimizes the right-hand side of inequality (17) to yield the value 
C,, , ullk, where C,, , is defined by Eq. (1). The proof of Theorem 1 is com- 
pleted. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
For any function F: TN -+ R on the torus and any r E Z”, define F,: T -+ R 
by 
Frte2nix) = fye2mbX,..., e2mirNx) (19) 
and define q(r) by Eq. (6). 
We shall require: 
LEMMA 3. Zf F: TN + R is continuous, then 
(20) 
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ProoJ This follows from Weierstrass’ approximation theorem (see (3. 
Lemma I] for a complete proof). 
LEMMA 4. Let P(z) be a polynomial having k > 2 non-zero complex 
coefficients each having modulus 21. For 1 > y > 0 define S(P, y) c T bjl 
S(P, y) = (z E T: lP(z)l < y). (21) 
Then 
02. 1 log)P(z)]>C,](l -k)y”“k- I” + ?,(‘:‘k-‘))logyJ. (22) SW. Y) 
Proof Define h(x) for 1 > x > 0 by 
h(x) = m(S(P, x)). (23) 
Let the leading coefficient of P be a >l. Then a ‘P is manic so Theorem 1 
implies that 
h(x) < CJX/U)“(~-” < C,X”‘~ I), 
therefore, utilizing integration by parts yields 
(24) 
J s(p.y, log jP(z)J = !=Oy log x dh(x) > i’;; log x d(Ckx”‘k- I’) 
= C,[(l -k) yl’(k--l) + y”+” log yj. (25) 
We will now prove Theorem 2. Let Q(z, ,..., z,,,) be a polynomial in N 
variables with k > 2 non-zero complex coefficients. Define F: TN -+ R by 
F(w) = log 1 Q(w)1 for w  E TN. It suffices to prove that 
lim sup 
q(r,-m l!-rF4T,\F (=O* (26) 
Without loss of generality we may assume that each coefficient of Q has 
modulus >l and therefore, for sufficiently large q(r). the same is true for 
every polynomial Q, since the coefficients of Q, are simply the coeffkients 
of Q, in some order, provided q(r) is sufftciently large. For any 1 > y > 0 
construct a continuous function g,: TN -+ R such that 0 Q g,(w) < 1 for 
every w E TN, g,,(w) = 1 for IQ(w)1 > y and g,,(w) = 0 for IQ(w)1 < $v. 
Therefore, for every 1 > y > 0, the function g,F is continuous on TN. Also, 
F = g,, F + (1 - g,,)F, and therefore, for every 1 > y > 0, the triangle 
inequality implies 
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+ lim sup 
l?(r)*m 
(1 - g,)F - (27) 
By Lemma 3, the first term on the right in (27) equals zero since g,,F is 
continuous on TN. Now the function I(1 - g,)Flr = (1 - g,), log I Qrl 
vanishes outside the set S(Q,, y) and is bounded above by 0 and below by 
log 1 Q,l on the set S(Q,, v) for any r E Z”, . Furthermore, each polynomial 
Q, satisfied the hypothesis of Lemma 4 and hence for every 1 > y > 0 the 
second term on the right in (27) is less than the modulus of the expression on 
the right in inequality (22) and therefore it tends to zero as y -+ 0. Clearly, 
the third term on the right tends to zero as y+ 0 since F is integrable 
over 7”v. Therefore, the term on the left in (27) must equal zero since it is 
independent of y and tends to zero as y + 0. The proof is completed. 
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